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About This Content

The DLC package contains 2 special resource cards which can be redeemed for a small boost to help Harkyn get started:
● Spell Points Card

Play this card to achieve 1 additional Spell Point.
● Rune Card

Play this card to achieve 3 small sealed runes.
The resource cards will be added to the inventory of each of your characters / savegames as soon as the DLC is installed. By

using a resource card you will be rewarded with the corresponding resource and the card gets destroyed.
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Title: Lords of the Fallen - The Arcane Boost
Genre: Action, RPG
Developer:
CI Games, Deck 13
Publisher:
CI Games
Franchise:
Lords of the Fallen
Release Date: 28 Oct, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista (SP2), Windows 7 (SP1) or Windows 8 (only 64 bit OSs

Processor: Intel Core 2 Quad Q8400 @ 2.66Ghz or AMD Phenom II X4 940 @ 3.0Ghz

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 460 or better

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 25 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c Compatible Sound Card with Latest Drivers

English,French,Italian,German,Czech,Japanese,Polish,Portuguese,Russian,Traditional Chinese
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lords of the fallen - the arcane boost

I like the hex style. I like puzzles. and I like flashy colourful explosions. so why dont I like this. maybe its the random aspect,
maybe its the puzzly bits illude me, maybe I just dont see it. this is an alright game but its going to sit there on the shelf with the
rest of my puzzle games collecting dust. dont get me wrong, I like the puzzles, I love hexic but I dont play it very often nor do I
play anything I have on steam that often. not much to expect from a puzzle game other than the puzzle challenge. which fractal
delivers very nicely.

6.5/10. Great game more people need to buy this it's like an old school arcade game. With a modern flavor.. love it, nice art
style and music, miss my childhood. Game wouldn't load. Just brought up a blank white square that never did anything. Their
website didn't work at all for me. Doesn't work = Don't bother. It is an allegedly buggy experience, but I only had a single
incident (early crash). Other wise, this is a somewhat repetitive, but genuinely enjoyable RPG. The game doesn't hold your
hand, so you may end up feeling lost at times. Some may enjoy this aspect of the game, while others may feel directionless. As
just about everyone will say, the art and music are rather impressive here (the sound effects not so much), and this is a solid
RPG maker accomplishment. Overall, it is about a dollar an hour at full price, and should be worth it for anyone into this type of
low-budget, classic-feel RPG. Message with specific questions!. Accidentally seeing this game has "Mixed" reviews prompted
me to write my very first one ever. Seeing the user reviews is probably my most used parameter (after video + screenshots) to
decide whether or not to purchase the game.

I feel the problem here is that more people that enjoyed the game should write a review.

This game is simply the best cave flyer \/ gravity shooter of modern times. As another review says, the negative reviews given to
this game are for the wrong reasons (and worthless).

Gravitron 2 borrows a lot of the good stuff from my favorite Commodore 64 game, Thrust:
- Tight and responsive controls.
- Health and Fuel resources to manage.
- Missions inside asteroids\/planets.
- Increasing difficulty until becoming quite insane (which is part of the charm of these games)

While adding a few other interesting things:
- Different enemies \/ challenges (moving platforms, lasers, missiles, etc.).
- Rescuing scientists.
- Great Music.

If you love any gravity shooter from the old days, you can't miss picking up Gravitron 2.. Nice but would be nice if there will be
more paintjobs. Game worked fine for me. For the super low price in a sale it's worth it; full price it isn't.
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YOU NEED A CONTROLLER FOR THIS GAME

Here's a vid of me playing it for the first time. It's seriously so hard without a controller:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=yZHscWEDMiQ. it has bnsf,cn,ns in this add on. You wouldn't believe me if I said I play
this for reasons other than what you would think, considering the subject and nearly naked girls and the stuff the player makes
them do! It is true! I don't really care one way or another about the naughty activities, how the girls look, what their props
actually are...etc. I would love to find other games that have time management like this one.

I love the time management aspect of this game!
I find the game funny at times, too.
I don't agree with all the content.
That isn't me saying I have anything against sex workers. You do you, just be safe, of age and consensual.
Some of the stuff is a little questionable. (Teen characters for one thing, sure they are "of age" in the game, but I feel like they
are made to look younger and if you didn't look at their bio, assumption would probably be that they are young girls.). This
game is insane. This game is sweet and adorable - I absolutely loved it! Can't wait for Mr. Sheep's path!

Though I'd totally go for Mr. Elephant too, given half a chance. FOOD! *sparkly eyes*. Gave me some chills, especially when
thoose big spider aliens were behind me, it would be cool to see some guns, a flashlight, and med kits. Haha the dude in the tree
fort had this creepy vibe to it but funny at the same time. Im on level 4 right now still want to beat it to see what happens.
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